Version History
CR#

Description

Version 1.0.29, Dec-19-2018

5898

Fixed: RR removes folder which contains connected files

Version 1.0.28, Nov-26-2018
5200A Added: Updates due to SP Online API changes
Version 1.0.27, Sep-28-2018
5776

Fixed: Having a large number of rows in repeating rows will cause the item to not show the rows at all

5817

Fixed: Users who do not have access to root site cant use calendar control in RR app

5833

Fixed: having 100+ rows in a repeating rows field will cause the relationship to break

Version 1.0.25, Jun-30-2018
5723

Fixed: When creating a new repeating rows field, hitting apply then save will create 2 fields

5729

Fixed: repeating rows app does not deposit files into folders if the folder name starts with a number

5739

Fixed: The date/time fields within a repeating rows field do not follow the formatting of the original
date/time field

Version 1.0.24, May-10-2018
5700

Fixed: Checkbox choice fields do not work with repeating rows app when saving.

Version 1.0.23, May-03-2018
5684

Added: Support connected documents

Version 1.0.21, Mar-06-2018
5602

Fixed: lookp fields inside RR field show wrong value in edit item form

5603

Fixed: dynamic column permissions don't work properly in RR app

5613

Fixed: Column permissions and validation issues with RR app and forms app

Version 1.0.19, Feb-07-2018
4543

Added: Integrate with Forms app.

5247

Fixed: Render all lookups, multi lookups and user fields using select2 control which allows type-in for filter
when you got more than 6 options.

CR#

Description

Version 1.0.18, Dec-31-2017
5511

Fixed: Disabling a repeating rows field that uses the sum/count totaling will return an error message at
the top.

5537

Fixed: Sometimes editing repeating rows data causes an error to appear.

Version 1.0.16, Nov-27-2017
4757

Added: Allow the ability to customize column widths in repeating rows app

5508

Added: Add options when creating a new column: Add to all content types, Add to default view.

Version 1.0.14, Aug-28-2017
5336

Fixed: Users with contribute permissions only can still configure the repeating rows app

5374

Improved: Better inform users about auto-delete of all orphan items in the Details list

5381

Fixed: Rich text fields do not render in Firefox

Version 1.0.12, Sep-22-2016
5038

Fixed: Repeating rows app cannot handle date picker if the format is from other regions

5051

Fixed: Repeating rows app date fields become inaccurate if the region is different

5052

Improved: Properly render enhanced rich text fields in repeating rows fields.

Version 1.0.08, Mar-17-2016
5200A Added: Support SP2013 on-premises.
Version 1.0.07, Feb-07-2016
4796

Improved: Enable including lookup fields with up to 2000 items (instead of only 100).

Version 1.0.06, Dec-23-2015
4781

Improved: Saving changes message displays endlessly when trying to save RR configurations. This started
happening due to O365 API issues ($.getJSON stopped working). We have switched to another AJAX
method and it solved the issue.

Version 1.0.05, Dec-11-2015
4774

Fixed: Having a choice field as the first field in a RR column causes it to not show values in the view form

4755

Fixed: Repeating Rows app does not follow regional settings when values are typed

4775

Fixed: Lookup columns only show choice ID in RR columns

Version 1.0.01, Sep-03-2015 - Base version

